In December 1998, a group of three lynx Lynx lynx (Linnaeus, 1758), possibly a female with kittens was observed during two nights at a killed roe deer Capreolus capreolus in the Bukovske Vrchy hills, north-eastern Slovakia. There was an apparent feeding order am ong the lynx, with the largest eating first and the smallest last. Also, the "play-fight behaviour" was observed. 
Introduction
Direct observations o f lynx in the wild are rare due to their secretive behaviour and nocturnal activity and they can seldom last for more than few minutes. In this paper we present two observations lasting for hours of a lynx group feeding at a kill. To our knowledge, no similar observation has been described in the literature. The observations have been done in the Bukovske Vrchy hills in the north-eastern part of Slovakia (Poloniny National Park). At present, 25 lynx are estimated to live in these hills in the mean density o f 1 lynx per 32 km (S. Pcola, unpubl.).
Material and methods
The lynx were observed in the Ruska Kotlina valley in an area of the abandoned village Ruske 
Results
The first lynx appeared at 21.30 and started to eat the kill on the spot. During the next 10 minutes we spotted another lynx 10 m and a third lynx 15 m away from the kill. These two lynx differed in size. They sat and observed the first lynx (the largest) at the kill for a relatively long time. From time to time they got up, walked several metres and again sat or lay down.
The first lynx consumed food continuously for about 50 minutes, then it got up, moved to the wood edge and sat down. The larger one of the two remaining lynx immediately approached the kill and began to eat. At the same time, the smaller lynx joined the lynx that consumed the kill first. The second lynx also consumed the prey continuously for about 50 minutes. The other two lynx did not approach the kill at that time, but sometimes they moved to another spot within 30 m from the prey and again sat or lay down. A faint miaow-like sound then came from the lynx.
After the second lynx had finished eating and left the kill, the smallest lynx approached the kill and began to eat. The biggest and the medium-sized lynx sometimes moved to another spot. They sometimes sat together; most often, however, they sat several metres apart. After 50 minutes o f eating, the smallest lynx withdrew and rested some 10 m from the kill. Once we observed the biggest and the medium-sized lynx sitting against each other with their faces touching. All the lynx ate in crouched position; occasionally, they elevated the rear part o f the body.
Another observation was made the same night at 00.00 when the biggest lynx returned to the kill for about 15 minutes; then it walked to the adjacent wood edge, follow ed by two other lynx. At the same time, a more intensive, irregularly repeated, miaow was heard from the group o f lynx. It sounded like a " keep" at a constant level. Around 00.30, shadows began to hide the lynx and they were no longer observable by binoculars. Sounds were heard from the lynx at the kill until 1.00.
In the morning, the rumen o f the roe deer was lying outside the rest o f the carcass. No other internal organs were found. Only a few muscles remained on the bones. The skin, entire head and distal part o f the limbs were untouched.
During the observation next night, the biggest lynx emerged at 20.00 and started to eat the remaining kill. After 20 minutes, two other lynx came from the upper w ood edge and sat down about 10 m from the kill. Sometimes they moved a few metres. Suddenly, the medium-sized lynx closely approached (as if in an attack) the lynx at the kill and then immediately withdrew. The biggest lynx continued to feed for 3 0 -4 5 minutes and then walked away about 20 m. The medium-sized lynx came to the kill and began to eat. The smallest lynx crouched and pounced against the biggest one, stopping immediately in front o f it. We named this behaviour the " play-fight behaviour" . During our observation, the smallest lynx " attacked" the biggest lynx six times, and the biggest lynx " attacked" the smallest lynx twice. The smallest lynx held its tail erect during the " play-fight behaviour" , while the tails o f the other lynx hung down. Shortly after the arrival o f lynx, one faint miaow was heard. After the medium-sized lynx had finished eating and left the kill, the smallest lynx did not approach the kill and did not eat. All three lynx moved together to the wood edge, walked through the wood and reached the snow-covered plain, which they slowly crossed. They left the kill at 21.30.
On 31 December 1998, hardly any flesh was left on the bones of the carcass. Only skin, the head and distal parts o f limbs remained.
Discussion
We cannot exclude the possibility that the observed lynx could have been an adult male and female with a kitten, as such observations have been recorded (eg Schmidt et al. 1997) . However, in our opinion, it is much more likely that the group we saw were a female with two young that were littermates o f different size. At about eight months old, the young achieve approximately 80% adult size (Hucht--Ciorga 1988) . In December, the m other's size still markedly exceeds that o f her young. During the period o f maternal care (till young are nine months old) the weight differences between littermates can be as much as 2.2 kg, which at the average body weight o f young at this age could represent about a 20% difference (Hucht-Ciorga 1988) . Thus there can be marked size difference between littermates.
The observed feeding order in lynx suggests that there is a hierarchy o f eating prey among family members with the mother having an access to food first. Also, it seems that the larger kitten dominated over the smaller one. There is a similar tendency in African lions with females being aggressive towards cubs which try to share meal, however, there was no apparent hierarchy in the pride recorded (Schaller 1972) .
The biggest lynx (mother) and the medium-sized lynx (young) sitting opposite each other and touching heads can be a manifestation o f com fort behaviour, which could have been the cleaning o f the head after food consumption -social haircoat care between mother and young observed also in captivity by Stehlik (1984) .
Mock attacks o f the smallest lynx (young) against the biggest one (m other) and vice versa can be regarded as playful behaviour. In young bred in captivity, no play was observed between mother and young aged 160 days or older (Stehlik 1977) . In the event that our young were born in May (Hemmer 1993, Schmidt 1998), we can assume their similar or older age. Mother and young in the wild possibly play till the young is older than they do in captivity.
Sounds uttered by the lynx during our observation resembled synlocalisation calling (Stehlik 1986 ). The possible function o f this call is to strengthen mutual relations within a social group.
